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In this paper we generalize the [BKR] lemma, which
applied to the roots of a siugle univariate polynomial. to the
COIlllllOfl
Zeros
of several polyuomials in several variables.
Our generalized algorithm requires only polynomial space
(the problem it solves is at least NP-hard). [:sing this result.
we obtain a PSPACE algorithm for the existent,ial theory of
the reals. We also apply the lemma to obtain PSP=\CE
upper bounds for several problems in robotics.
The “Generalized Movers’ Problem” which is the problem of finding a collision-free path for a robot with n degrees of freedom moving among polyltedral obstacles, was
shown to be PSPACE-hard by Reif [Rei].
The problem
was treated by [Loz] for t,he restricted cases of tnotion
without rotation in two and three dimensions. Later [SS]
gave a double-exponential
tinte algorithm for the general
problem basetl on (!ollins’ ct,llular algebraic decotupoXition
[&I] _ Tht. sl~i~cebouu<l was inlproved to sirrgle-ral,~,nr.l1t i al
by KOZCII aud Yap CK\‘l
Evcnt.u;~lly,
singlet c~sl1c)tIcutial t.imc irlKc)rit htll tiW i IW
u1overs’ prol~l~~1~~
was tlt*sc.ril)c*tl in [<!?!51>] In t.his paper,
we briug that. algoritht11 into PSPACE. showing that the
movers problem is PSPACE-complete.
The 3-d euclidean shortest path problem is the problem
of finding the shortest path between two given points which
avoids some polyhedral obstatles. The problem has been
dealt with by Sharir and Schotr iIS%] who gave an .LzO(“’
algorithm by reducing the problem to an algebraic decision problem in the theory of real closed fields. This was
improved by Reif and Storer CRSt.1 who gave 2”0”‘-time
(n a(losn)j-space algorithm rising t.he same theory hut with a
more efficient reduction.
We ddk
thp 2-tl &~~~~~itf nc~uiduuc~ ywblrm as tile
problc~m of tlr*t,crutining a c.ollisiorl-frees t)ilt,ll for il pi)iut ill
the plane with I~ottutlc~tl velocity magnitude. with couvcx
polygonal c)hst,acles ttloving with fixed ,incar velocitr ,( uo rot;rtiocrJ. The <)t)stacles arr* a.ssulned nut. to c<Jlide. Ln Cl{Sl
the probleru wi(,s shown t,~ be solvablc~ irt tirric Y”““.
ln [CR] botlt the 3-d euclidean short(sst path and the
2-d asteroid avoidance problenls were showr~
to be NP-hard.
In [C87a] improvements in the exponents of upper bouuds
for both problems were given. These improvements were
based on the roadmap algorithm and ou the multivariate
resultant as an equatiou solving tool. Here we improve the
upper bounds for both problems to PSPACE.

Abstract
We give a PSPACE algorithm for determining the signs
of multivariate
polynomials at the common zeros of a system of polynomial equations. One of the consequences of
this result is that the “Generalized Movers’ Problem” in
robotics drops from EXPTIME into PSPACE, and is therefore PSPACE-complete by a previous hardness result CRei].
We also show that the existential theory of the real numbers
can be decided in PSPACE. Other geometric problems that
also drop into PSPACE include the 3-d Euclidean Shortest Path Problem, and the “2-d Asteroid Avoidance Problem” described in TRSI. Our method combines t1.e tl;eorem
of the primitive element from classical algebra with a symbolic polynomial evaluation lemma from [BKR]. A decision
problem involving several algrtbraic IIUIII~W~S
is rctl~~c-~dto
a problem involving a siuglc illgel)rilic u~tt~ber or pritnit.ive
clement, which rationally grueratrs all the given i+;et)raic
nurrlbers.
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Introduction

Ever since ‘I’arski’s paper [Tar1 on the decidability of the
theory of real closed fields, there have been steady improvements in the time and space bounds of algebraic algorithms.
A double-exponential
time algorithm for the theory was
given by Collins CC011. Collins’ method was later improved
by Ben-Or, Kozen and Reif CBKRJ to single-exponential
space. If only existential quantification i:s allowed, the theory of the reals has au EXPTIME
solution, described in
[GV]. The [BKR] method was interesting in that it was
purely symbolic, i.e. it dill not require nunleriral rctot isolation, as did ~~ollifts’ ruc+hc~tl. Irlsteatl [BKR] nlaclc use of
a polylog space algorithnl for finding the signs of a. set of
polynomials at thr ro0t.s rif a given polynomial.
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elements.
In section 2 we give tllrer lenniias 01, primitive
The first is a polylog-space
algorithm
for computing
a primit.ive element polynomial
for a pair of univariate
pOlyilOttlials. The sec~ntl is a PSI’ACE
nlgorith~~~
for
romput~ing
a
pritklit.ivc
clrti~c~nt p<Jynouiiid
for a systcln of multivariate
poLyncm~i&.
llsillg the lattrr result, antI
t hc
1lliliII
lelllnla
frown [HKR],
we give our main Iem~na. which is a PSPACE
algorit,hm
for comput.ing
the signs of a set. of multivariate
polynomials
at the common zeros of a system of polynomial
equations.
In section 3 WC use the main lemma to give a PSPACE
decision
algorithm
for the existential
theory
of the reals. PSPACE upper bounds for the 3-d euclidean
shortest
path problem and the ast,eroicl-avoidance
problem follow as
straightforward
corollaries.
We also describe modifications
of the roadmap algorithm
of [C87bl which runs in PSPACE.
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Computing
ment s

with

Primitive

From the theory
ing facts:
l

l

of subresultants

The resultant
they have a

[BTI

we have the follow-

of two polynomials
co~~ii~m~

vanishes

if and only

root.

If the GCD of two polynomials
is linear, then it is
similar
to (in this case a constant
multiple
of) the
first suhresultant
of the polynomials.

We denote the resultant
(with respect to Z) of polynomials a(z) and b(z) as RES,(a(z),b(z)).
Then from the
first property
above, the polynomial
q(0) = RES,(pl(B
cZ),pz(Z))
vanishes 0Illy at B = Bi,j, So q(Z) is the primitive
element polynomial
we were looking for. The rational
functions are found from the first subresultant
which is of the
form

d(qx + +q

Ele-

and which vanishes at the
nal function ~2 is just

conu1~011

and

T1

(5)
root

z

=

@j.

The

ratio-

Let. p,(z) and p?(z) be polyuo~uials
of degree dL and d2 respectively,
each having only simple root,s. Wc denote the
roots of ~~(2) as
SiWX

0;

=

(@i,j

-

C8j),

is

given

by

(1)

B I,-..,

then we have the following
construct,ive
rem of the primitive
element [Wae] :

Lemma
als

of

version

of the theo-

2.1 Lcl ~~(2) ur>d p?(z) be square-free
degree

d,

and

vfspcctiuely.

d,

Then

q(z) of deyrce d,d, and rntionalfunctions
TX(X).
such that every pair (ai,@j)
of roots
ofpi,
(T~(O;,>),TZ(B~,)))
for
SOVZC
rOOl
Bi,j Ofq(Z).
The
rcquirfs polyloy spncc.
In 0thr.r
the’

words
did,

Flirf.tic~rniore

polynomi-

there

nomicxI

IWW~

Both the resultant and the first subresultant
can he Corn-puted in polylog space from the Sylvester
matrix using the
determinant
atgorit hm of [Gal.
Inspection
of the Sylvester
matrix for pl(19-ce)
and p*(z) shows that the degree of q(z)
is dld2. The degrees of T~ and T:! are less than dld2, where
we define the degree of a rational
function
as the maximum
of the degrees of its numerator
and denominator.
It remains to show that we can compute a suitable constant c. There are only finitely
many bad values of c, each
one failing to satisfy one of the inequalities
(4). Given pl
and pz we choose c as follows:
First, we construct
for both p, and p, “difference”
polynomials A,(y)
and AZ(y).
Each Ai is the resultant
with
rrsprct
to z of the polynomials
p,(z) aud p,( t +- y). This
resultant
vanishes if and only if the two polynomials
have
a common root, that is if there is some a such that both
1: : a and z = a + y are roots.
every root of Al(y)
is
therefore of the form (ai - Qj) for some pair of roots of p,,
and similarly
for A,(y).
We denote the non-zero roots of A,(y)
as 6zk and the

(2)

&

is a poly-

r,(z) and
pz equals
COmpUtUtiOR

t,hrre is a one-to-one

pairs

corrrspondenr~
I)eroots 8;,, OI y.
in the corrc*spoudirr~
root

ZIIICI t.IIt* did2

(~;,pj)

each pair is rational

@i,j.

Proof
constant

The proof rlost~ly follows

ei.,- a; t
Clearly
ensure
(a;,pj).

[Wael.

Wq choose

a

c and set
cpj

ai

f

4j

#

ak

f

non-zero

(3)

if we want to recover a, and @j
that Bi,j takes on distinct
values
SO we must have
41

from

for

roots of A,(y)

as 6$

then (4) can be expressed

as

Bi,j, we must
distinct
pairs
for all i # k, j # 1. Since we are only interested
in non-zero
coots of A,(y), we divide each A,(y) by its lowest power of
y, giving polynomials
A:(y) having only non-zero roots.
Now we compute the resultant
with respect to y of the
polynomials
Ai
and A:(y).
This gives us a resultant
polynomial
R(z) which is zero for each value I = c which
violates some inequality
in (8). The resultant
R(z) Has polynomial degree and coefficient
length in the degree and cocf-

(4)

for i # L and j # 1. Assume for the moment that c satisfies
(4), we compute the greatest common divisor of ~~(6 - cc)
and pz(~) as polynomials
in Z. If 6 = ai + cflj, then z = @j
is a common root, and by the inequalit,ies
(4) there are no
other connno~~
roots,
so the
GCD is liuear.
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ficient lengths of p, and px, and knowing only these bounds
we can readily obtain upper bounds on the size of any root
of R(z),
[Mig].
These bounds are again polynomial,
and
choosing a value of c slightly larger than the bound guarantees that it is not a root of R(z) and that the inequalities
(4) are satisfied.
The computations
for c can be performed
in polylog space.
0
The following
lemma shows that the solution
rays of
a system of polynomials
can be represented
as the values of a series of rational
functions
evaluated
at. the roots
of a univariate
polynomial.
A similar
result is proved in
CRenl, although the rational functions
defined there iire diff~~rc~nt. The computations
in [Rc~rl were not shown to br in
I’SPAOE,
t)llt. it is easily shown that, they are by Csanky’s
rrsclll CCkal. The rrsclll, proved licrc- is rilore gc.nf*ral, ;uI(I
tlocx 1101 rcyuirc.
ltint
1.tww t)c ollty lini(.c*ly IIIWI~
sc)tlil.icui
rays at irrlinity.
2.2 Lelpl(zn,
. . . ,z~),..
. ,pn(za, . . . ,r,) be, IW~IWpolynomials
with D 5 ndi isolated solution
rays
j = 1,. .,I?.
Get N 5 D bc the nnmber
(W.j,. . .Y a-j),
of solution
rays not “at infinity”
i.e. thosl! which have, say
“0.j # 0. Then there is a polynomial
q(x) of degree N,
and rational
functions
rl(z), . ,r,(z),
such that every solution ray not at infinity
is of the form ( l,rl(0),
, . . ,,r,(d))
for some root 8 ofq(z).
The polynomials
q(z) and T&(Z) can
be computed in polynomial
space.

So q(c) has degree N. We assume wit,hout 10~s of generality
that as,j = 1 for rays not at, infinity.
Then tl:ie roots of q(z)
are 8, where
9j

To construct
other substitutions

=

C
i=l,....Yl

C&j

(12)

each rational
function
rk,, we make
in the u-resultant.
We set

q:(x)

=

R(-z,C

q,s(l)

-

4

I,...,

two

(Ck+l),...,C,)
(13)

z,c I,...,

(cc

L) ,...(

c,)

This may lead to polynomials
with Inultipic,
roots. so u’c
clrllotc~
1 hN11
extract the squar+frt*e
parts of q: and qk illId
4: and (ii respectively.
If 6
Bj, thrn Q;(z) and Qi(?8
z)
have a coin~i~)n
rocA if a:111 011ly if

Lemma
geneous

Proof
We add the linear polynomial
z~ozo + . . . + u,x,
to the system of polynomials,
giving
a system of n + 1
polynomials
in n $ 1 variables.
The resultant
polynomial
[Wae].
It factors
R( uO,. . . , un) is called the u-resultant
into linear factors, the coefficients
of which are the svlution
rays. That is, the linear factors of H(uo,
. ,u,) are of t,he
form
(UCJ,jUO

t

a[,jUI

f ‘..

t-

Qn,jUn)

(0)

Note that this method does not work if there are infinitely
many solution
rays at infinity.
However,
as shown in
[C88bl,
this case can be dealt with by using the lowest
degree term of the generalized
characteristic
polynomial
instead of the resultant,
which takes essentially
the same time
to compute, and is no larger than the resultant.
We are looking for a single po1ynomia.l whose ~00’;s generate the coordinates
of the solution rays. We construct
it
by defining
a polynomial
whose roots are linear colnbinations of the coordinates.
We choose n constants
cl,. . . ,c,,
and set
q(2)

- R(--z,c

I,...,

C,]I

(10)

In this case and later cases, R denotes the resultant
if it is
non-vanishing,
or else the lowest degree coefficimt
of t,he
generalized
characteristic
polynomial
[C88a].
With this
suljstitution,
the factors of R corresponding
to root,>. at infinity become constants,
while the linear factors are of tlie
form
(II)

There will certainly
be a co~nmon root if 1 = m = j> but
there can also be spurious
roots if the ci satisfy (la) for
some (Ii,, # a;,j. Assuming
for the moment that they do
not, then the common root must be z = Bj - c~~, and it
compute
will be a root of the first subresultant.
LVe now
the first subresultant
of i;(z)
and 9:( 219 - E), and let it be
d@)Z + ,&(e). The rational
function
r&q
is given by

,-k(e)
= sk +e

(1.5)

III [Renl a rattler different. method is given for tinding
the rationat
func(ic)ns.
That method givrs rat ional functions of much lower clrgree, although
in the present case, it
is possible to keep t.he degree under cont.rot by repeatedly
reducing polynoinials
lr~otl q(2) during tiCI) colllp~lt.i~ti~)IlS.
‘The c011q~u~i~t
ion of q(z), qk (2) alid q:(c) from t hcainput
poly non~ials rtxcluirt*s polynonlial
spare Ilsing 1.11~rln~l tivariate resultant
algorithm
described in [(%7b].
These
polyt~omials have degree D and coefficient
length O( bD). The subresultant
and GCD romputations
for dk(z) anct nk(z) can
be performed
in space polynomial
in log( bD) using [Gal.
Thus overall the space required is polynomial
in the input
size.

We have postponed
until now the qucsstion of how to
find a suitable tuple C = (ct, . . . , cn) of const.ant s. The bad
choices of C are of two types, and bolh
can t)r detected
during execution.
The first type are those that cause q(r)
or q:(z)
or qJ z) to vanish identically.
q(z) will vanish
ident.icatly if inner product of the t.upte of c,‘s and a solution
ray at intillit,y is zero, i.e. if

hllirtioirs
7h tlavt. all rral c0c~llicic~lli.s. Tllry
will b~Ti~llS<~
they are coulput,ed froiii ttic* coc9licic~nts of t,hr p; by rirtiorial
opt-rations
only (rr~sultarit and subrc5ultant
cc)llil”It,at.ic)lis).
srk(H) in fWll
~JO~yIIOItliiLi
q,.
we next. substitut.t~ 2k
‘t’bis
Any

t.uple

for dist.inct,

of q’s

j,

tloes

1, m or eqIIat.ion

bad choices satisfy
has nl~‘as11re zero.
it should

wlIicl1

work

11~1. satisfy

( 16) will

work.

rquation

(14)

Siuce

all the

probability

our.

Siuce

we gave

tests

for I)c)t,Ji t.ypcs of failure, we can corisf rucl. it Ias Vegas typr
probal)ilistic
algorithln
by rrpeatc.dly
I ryilig rilrldoul
C’S UIItil one succeeds.

merat&

lemma

is due to Ben-Or,

Kozen

aud

R.,(H)

wltosc*

~lf~llc)ttiiilill.ol

of

Ri( 8) after

thr

above

ruiiltiplications

be Ql(0).

Then &,(19) is a polynomial
with the same sign as the rational fuuction
h(8),
(so long as the denominator
of R,(O) is
non-zero, which it will be at any rant 8 = 19, of q(8))
We now have a 5yst.c.m of p<Jyur>rlrials q,(e)
such t.hat
the sign sequence (Sigrl(Ql(8j)),
. , XiRI1(Qm(Bj)))
at sorile
real root 19, of (i(6) is the sitllte as the sign sequence
p{)inL
, . . . ,SiKll((lm(Uj)))
ill. t.1t(. real solrit,iori
(SiRII((II(uj))
ui c YI”’ rt)rrc,sj)outlit~g
10 8,.
prc,l)l(*lii r(-~llic~5 1.0 1.1~ pro~)l~~itl of c7u1
5~~ our origitiid
tlicrilt,irrn I IIt. sigil k(‘,jllt*nrc.4 of t IIlL CJl( 8) iLt. (,tlr real roof.5 of
1.he si~ylc polyri0niia.l
q(B). f Ii&r t.bis wc can make IISC of t. tI(a
last lrmiua from [BK HJ . ‘I’l it- ot~ly caveat is that [BKR]
rt.quires

The following
[BKR] :

futtct.ioIl

of powers of the tlelu~ii~itiators
c)f t,tre rk(#).
If
the denominator
of R,(O) is an odd power of the denoulinatot- &t(e)
of rk(B), we Inultiply
riuinerator
and denoiriiIiator
of R,(e) by dk(B). This does not change the sign of R,(B),
hut ensures that its denominator
is positive.
Let the nu-

cert,aitl equations,
t.hr set of bad values
tuple C is chosen
If a random int.rgrr

with

l~r~~~iuc*cs a ral.ioIial

is a product

Reif

Lemma
2.3 Giuc?l a polynornialp(z)
and polynomials Q{(Z),
i=l
(. . . . IPI Ihe sign scpuen~es
(sign(pl(aj)),
. . . , sign(q,(aj)))
ot rcnl roofs oj ojp(z)
can be cornpufed in polylog apace.

dett=rtuiuatiou

of the. signs

of certain

poly IroIuial.3

in the coefficients
of 4 and the Qi’s. Because we introduced
the indeterminate
/9, these latter polynomials
will be polynomials in /3. To determine
their signs, we take the sign of
the coefficient
of the lowest degree term in p. This term correctly gives the sign of the polynomial
for arbitrarily
small /3.
Recall that we interpreted
/I as an arbitrarily
small quantity
SO that the Ci’s not satisfy (14) or (16).
NOW q(0) and the Qi( 0) will have degree O(D”)
and coefficieut
size O( 6D4), and the [BKR]
algorithm
requires
space polylogarithmic
irk the degree and coefficient
size of
the polynomials
passed to it,. In our case these polynomials
have exponf7itial
size in l,llr iripllt,
but polylog
of their size
is polyIic~Itiial

in t be iIipu(.

size.

‘I’lr~is

tlIc

rorul)ut.atir)II

sigi1 sc’qlt(‘I\<<*s (‘au I)$, ;~cco~t~plishc~(I in p~llytLOIILiiLl

3

Proof

We first introduce

for

p,( C,) . . ,2,,),

each

a homogenizing

we rnultipiy

every

variable
term

with

IYal

Applications

‘I’tlc- lack of an c~tlic~it*rt( t11~~(,11o(lfor c~)n~putatio~t wit.11 algc*brair riumbc~rs deliued by ~ystcnrs of polynomials
has been a
barrier to efficient parallel solutions to a number of algebraic
and geometric
problems.
The main lemma of the last section removes this obstacle and leads to PSPACE algorithms
for these problems.

Q,, alld

by a power

of ~0 SO that, the* d<*grec, of t,he term equals the degree
of pi.
This gives a set of polynomials
p; which is hotuogeneous,
and
satisfies the conditions
for lemma 2.2. We use that lemma
to compute a polynomial
q(z) whose roots generate all the
solution points not at infinity
via rat.ional functions
rk(d).
We use the deterministic
version of that lemma, where the
c,‘s are powers of an indeterminate
@.
Now we show that a root, 8, of e(z) is real if and only
if all the c*)ordinates
of thr corresponding
solution
point
arc‘ rral. If the roordinatt~s
n.,; are all real,
(~l.J?...,%&,,)
50 is (P, siItm

of f.bcII

slbac6*,

3.1

The Existential

An existentially-quantified
of the reals is a formula

Theory

of the Reals

formula in the first
of the forni:

3x1~22 . . . 3x,

P(q,x2

)...,

order

theory

2,)

where each 16; E !I?, and where f’(z1, x2,, . . ,z,) is a predicate wtiich is a monotone boolean function of atomic predcat.es of the form

it is j11sl. the liI1cil.r cc~rIll~iIli~tioIl
>,‘, ,, ,n CiQb2
ci. ‘(‘I Ie cotiv<*rsC is t,ruc if t.br ra.tional

wc+ltts

fi(
463

21,x2

,...,

I,)

? 0

or

g,(z~,zz

,...,

2,)

> 0

There is no loss of generality
iu this form for P over forms
with arbitrary
booleau functions
and arbitrary
inequalilies.
Deciding
the existential
theory
is equivalent
to deciding
whether sets of the form

SP =

{(%,%,..

.,G%)E

82” I P(%%-..,%))

Step 2: Reduction
to the non-singular
case
We assume that. t be compact set S*. is defined by a predicate which is a monotone
boolean function
of inequalities
fi(y)
> 0, all >‘s having been converted
to 2’s. Suppose
there are m polynomials
fi : 91” + R. Then t.hey define a
map f : R” - YP
We first partition
W’” into regions of
fixed sign for each coordinate,
and then look at the preimages of these regions in 9?“. The latter are the sign-invariant
sets.
Let R- denote the set (-~~0)
and R+ denote (0,~).
The real line 9 can be partitioned
into 3 = {%-, {O}, a+}
which is a Whitney
regular stratification
[GWD],
[C8i’b] ,
A Whitney
regular stratification
is a partition
of a set into
manifolds
(strata)
which satisfies certain
tangency
conditions where two strata meet. Similarly
we partition
YP as
3”‘. This is a rrgular
stratification
of 9”. Its elements arr
of the form (T ;: (~1 x (TV. . (I~ where each 0, is either W’, F
or (0). (r may be thought of as a sign sequence for the f,‘s.
The preiniage
/-‘(a)
of a sign squerice
0 t grn is called
a siytl-infVzl*i*ru/
set. We write f-‘(grn)
fLr t.he collrctiorl
of all sign-invariant
sets. If the map / is transversal
to 8.”
(meaning it is transversal
to all t.he st,rat,a in r,
[CWI)J),
ttieu the prciulagr
f ‘(3”)
‘. a regular st,ratitication
I:,
of si”,
The map / t.hat defines SQ. will n0t in general
be
l.ransversal t.0 -xi”. The sigli-iuvariaut.
sets niy’ riot bc lilanifolds, and iu t.hvsr cases it is diflicult
1.0 cmlprtt.e
saII1ple points.
However,
if we introduce
m extra variables
and set
Ql>~..7%l

(17)

are uon-empty.
Such a set is called a Jemi-algebraic
set.
The basic method is to test the predica.te at a coll.ection
of sample points in 92” one of which is guaranteed
to be in
the set if it is non-empty.
The sample points are extremal
points in some direction
of the closures of sign-inz,ariant
sets. A sign-invariant
set is the set of points where all the
polynomials
defining
SP have particular
signs. There are
two obstacles to applying
this method directly:
(i) The set
SP niay
not be coiiipi~ct,
so l.hat ext remal points nlay not
exist, and (ii) intersections
bctwcen surfaces given by the
defining polynomials
may be singular, in which case it may
be difficult
to compute 1.11~extrernal
points.
Step 1: Compactness
To get compactness,
we first
which we do by substituting
X

yi

’

i. - Yf

need to bound

for

i - l,...,n

the quantifiers,

(18)

in all the polynomials
in the predicate
P. We clear denominators,
and adjoin the inequalities
-1 < yi 4: 1 for
i = 1,2,. . . , n with conjunctions,
and call the new predicate
,
y,,).
This
predicate
defines
a semi-algebraic
set
Q(Yl,Y2,...
m the cube t-1,1)“.
Adding existential
quantification
over
t,he y;‘s we get a new formula which has size polynomial
in
the original,
and is true if and only if the original
was true.
Next we replace all strict inequalities
gi( yl, yz, . . . , yn) >
0 with inequalities
gi(Zl,Z2,.
. . ,x,)
2 e. Write this new
predicate
as Q((ylry2,.
. . , y,).
We write SQ for the set of
points where Q is true and similarly
for Sq., and we claim
that

,h,al,...,

f,?YI,...

a,)

=

fAYI,...*Y”)-t%

(19)

then the map f” : R(“+“”
- J?” is transversal
to all the
Thus the preimage
f-‘($m)
is a Whitney
regular
strata.
stratification
of R[“‘“).
If we define a real positive quantity
6 as

We have already scc*li t,hat St> is riorl-empty
if mid 011ly
if SQ is. If SQ is nori-enlpty,
there must exist some posit.ivc
c such that SQ. is non-cxmpty. To see this, choose any point
y t
SQ,
and
let
I be the
luillimurn
over
i of the g;(y)‘s
which are positive.
Then for each i, gi(?/) 2 e if and only if
g;(y) > 0. Conversely,
if SQ. contains some point y for any
E > 0, then that point also lies in S,.
Since the predicate is a monotone boolean function,
and
since e always appears ou the right of a 2, if the predicate
is true of a point p for some value of 6, it will be true of that
poiut for all E less than that value.
0

Wc can also t.hink of /” as a falllily c,f~aps
ft, paraureterized by 6, so t,hat fi : 92” x Y”’ -’ - Wm. Now we can
make use of the generic map lemma CGCI lemma 4.6, which
states
that if a parametrized
family of maps is trausversal
t.o
a manifold,
theu the individual
maps are 1,rausversal fo that
manifold
for a dense subset of the pnrumcfers.
In our case
this means that for a dense subset of R+, choosing a fixed
6 still gives us a map transversal
to some stratum
of 9”.
The set of 6 values which give us a map transversal
to ~11 of
of finit.cly Illillly
dt~Itsc
the strata in -g m is the intersection
t,tlc srt (bf “bad”
sllf,scts;, and is tllcrefore
dense, Kually,
vnl~~rs of 6 is sc.llli-irlKc,l,raic-,
aucl siuc** ils rolllpl~*~~l~*t~t is
dr~kw, it.
sufiicicrttly
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‘jy
18th lillil.c*. ‘1’1111s1: is l,r;uisvr*r5il I to _,
51rti1II f5 > 0.

~ill~sl.

fiw IIll

Now consider
the predicate
Ti(y,, . . , ~,,,a,, . . . ,a,)
formed from t,he predicate @(yl, . . , yn) by replacing each
polynomial
fi with JF = fi + ai aud adding t,he constraint
(20). We let ST; C PxMm
deuote the set of points for which
Ti is true. NOW ST; is a closed set, since alI the inequalities
defining it are 2’s or =. Furtlierlnorc,
the y values are all in
the range (-1 - 6,l + a), while all a values are iu the range
(-6,6).
Thus 5’~; is bounded and therefore compact.

Nnw Tl defines a compact set ST; c 2”~ R”, which has a
regular strat,ification
iuto sign-invariant
sets. Ouce we have
a compact,
non-singular
set, it is easy to compute sample
points.
We pick a non-zero vector v E 8” x W” and define
a projection
map r, : 92” x ?I’“’ + W as n,,(c) = z . ‘u. Now,
value when
sirice ST; is compact,
x, attairts a maximum
restricted
to it. Let p be the poiiit where this maximum
is
attained.
p lies in some smooth sigu-invariant
stratum
of
ST;.

Lemma

3.2 S’Q~is non-cmpfy if cd

d(t) > 0 such that for
fTlpfy.

all positiw

only if then! erists a
6 < d(c), .S?b’ is non

We would like to find a finite set of points which is guaranteed to contain the poiut p. The tangent space of the
stratum
which contains p is determined
by the polynomials
that are zero at p, those that are nou-zero are irrelevaut.
lift a be the set of common zeros of the f: that are zero at
p. If p is an extremal
point in directiou
D, then it will be
a critical
point of the map *“Jo, see [CGI
or CCKf,].
Hy
einimrrating
the critical
points of ?TuJa for every D i.fx. ft)r
every subset of the polynomials,
we are guaranteed
to get
oue sample point that lies in the set ST; if it is norl-enlpty.
To tind the critical points, we cm nutke use of the tube
construction
of IC87bl
and CC88bl.
Specifically,
to find
the critical points of the manifold
(r defined by polynomials
fi,, . , f;,, we define the polynomial

Proof

To show ST; non-euipty
for sulalt criougti 6 ilIlplif3
SQ.
non-empty,
we pick a seq11e11ce
(Si)
+
0, with
all 0 < 6; < d.
For each 6i t.llerc ix a point p, in ST,, . ‘I’hc srclu~ncc pi, since
it lies iu the compact, set ST;,, has a convergeut subsequence
with some timit point p also in ST. . 111 fact p lies iu ST;0
which equals SQ. x {O}“‘, which shag that S,. is uon-empty.
Sketch of proof of the converse: we start from any point
in SQ. x (0)”
and move in some direction
that changes the
values of some of the f;, while adjusting
the values of the
a; so that the ff’s are unchanged.
This gives points in S,,
for all sufficiently
small 6.

ga =

fj

t

3.3 The etistential

theory

(21)

and observe that for all sufficiently
small Q, gp = 0 defines
a smooth hypersurface.
The vector 21 E !I?’ x Sz” gives the
direction
in which extremals
are computed,
and it can be
shown that the set of directions
for which all the critical
poiuts are isolated IS dense CC87bI.
We can therefore
assume without loss of generality
that ~1 = I, and then critical
points of R, restricted
to i.tre hypersurfare
g” :- 0 are clr4inrtl
by t,hr following
routlitions:

In
detai1 we define a path * : [O,l] * 8?” x 92” in terms
of a path p : [O. 1: - 8” as follows:
let p(O) be any point
in SQ.. Choose any
which is not. identically
zero, and
Irt ‘71 i ?H” be ally vector not in the t,augent. cone of the
zeros
srt
or /,
a1 p.
LVt,
ddi~lC
p(s)
p(0)
"7j,
iuld
9(s) -7
P(.*)*(ftPto))
-f(P(S))).
‘Iv 1631for any Y, f"( 9f.g)) .= f(p(0))
so clearly all t tie poir& (r(s) lit in ST ;,, for large enough d.
iv,* choose (1
Ill=(;l/(P(.*))
J(P(()))/l) for J c IO, II,
wtI(‘rr /I . Ij cie~~t)tcs c,llclidc~au IIU~III. WC. know d > 0 since
t hc I ltngrllt (,I)) tt, p( 3) at p( 0) izI riot. in t.hc I.aligt‘nt. cone of
the ~(‘1’0s set off,.
50 fi(p(s))
ltuist differ fro1ll /,(p(O))
fnr
SOIIIC sttialt 3. tl gives t Iit. euclidran
dist ancc of the ftirt.hest.
p,oiut (in (L c~)or~lillates) ou the pat tl 9(3) froltl 9(O). Let 9n,.x
be any point on t,he path q(s) where this maximum
is attained. Then so~ne segment of the path 9(s) joins 9(O) to the
magnitude
of the a-coordinates
point 9m.x. The euclidean
of points (which equals t,heir &values from (20)) on this segment varies continuously
from 0 to d, and so the segment
contains points in ST; for all 0 5 6 5 d. Cl

Theorem

f; + . . . f f; - ff

,9a :7 0

(22)
5ra,g” ‘- ‘“3ijg
* ‘~

0

for

j

2,.

. ,R k 712

as tlrnio~~st~ratetl in [C%Xb3, as (x + 0 there is a seque~~cr of
critical points of r u I(sq--0) cotiverging
to each non-tlegerierate
critical point of x,1,.
Using the main lemma in this paper, we can find the
signs of all the other polynomials
at each critical
point of
?T~/~~~=,+ if e, 6 and a are fixed. We are interested
though, in
small” positive
the signs of the polynomials
at “vanishingly
values of these variables.
The main lemma reduces computation of the signs of the other fr to determination
of the
signs of certain polyuonials
in the coeficients
of gQ and the
f,!. These will be polynomials
in a, 6 and c. Now 6 must be
small that it deless than d(r), and a must be sufficiently
fines a smooth tube around CT. Since c may depend on both
e and 6, we need to choose a smaller than some function
of
e and 6.
We get correct results by assuming that 0 < a GE 6 <
t << 1 where < indicates
that t,he quantity
on the left of
the inequality
is much smaller than that on the right, and
that they are not related by auy polynomial,
i.e. they are
In concrete terms, the sigu
ir&pcndcnt
transccudeutals.
of a polynomial
in Q, 6 aud c for this specialization
etluals

of the reals is decid-

able in PSPACE.
Proof
Given a pr4icat.e
P( 2,). . ,2,), using t.he last two lemmas WC can define a ucw predicate TS(vl,.
. ,Yn,ulr..
,a,)
s~lrlr that Sp is non-empty
if anti only if t.herP exibt.s some
c > 0 and a d(c) > 0 such that for all 0 < 6 < d, the set ST;
is non-eIlq)ty.
Irutlcr reasonable
measures of forlllula
size,
7: tins size potyuomial
iu the size of P.
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the sign of the term of lowest degree under the lexicog,raphic
order of variables a + 6 + e. This means we colIect tcsgether
all terms of lowest degree in a, and from these select the ones
with iowest degree in 6, and finally pick the term of lowest
degree in c. It, should he clear that if 0 <: (x << 6 << c << 1,
all the other terms are vanishingly
small compared
II, t.his
t.c!rru.
Once a set of signs is cnutnrral.c~d at a sample pint,,
WC
can readily determine if the predicate Tt is true at. that point
(for 0 < 6 << f << 1). By enrirneriitillg
crit,ical piut.:5 of all
o, WC are guaranteed
to find one for which T,’ is truth if ST;
is non-empty.
if Tt is not true at any sample poiu,:, then
ST; must be empty.
From the last two lemmas, we know that ST; is nonempty for 0 < 6 < c < 1 if and only if Sp is non-empty.
Thus we have a decision method for the existential
theory
of the reals.
Conversion
from P to the predicate
T,’ can
he done in polynomial
time.
Enumeration
of subsets of
the polynomials
defining
Ti for sample point computation
requires polynomial
space. The deterrmnation
of sign sequences for sample points for one of these subsets makes
use of our main lemma. Although
we are applying
the main
lemma to polynomiaIs
whose coefficients
contain a, 6 and c
rather than integers, this only increases the running time of
the algorithm
by a po1ynomia.l factor, and it still requires
polynomial
space. Since each of t,he three steps requires at
most polynomial
space, the existential
theory of the rtnls is
decidable in polynomial
space.
[1

3.2

Robot

Motion

Corollary
3.4
the 2-d asteroid

Planning

The 2-d asteroid avoidance problem is an existence prohlem, and can be solved by defining a sin1ila.r precdicate. See
The only difference
is that each
e.g.
[RSJ or [CPi’aJ.
path segment is in 2-d space plus time instead Iof 3-d, and
that path segments must satisfy a velocity coustraint.,
which
artlorint,s to a constri :ttt in the slopr of the. srg~ricYlt irr s[mcrtime.
Once again the pret1irat.e 1tilS p<)lynottiial
size, iri t,lle
size of t,he etivirorlinent.
description,
autl we concllltlc~ t.llilt
2-d astcroitf avoidanc-c
is drci(lable
in I’SI’:\(~E.
II

The input to the roadmap
algorithm
is a setniProof
algebraic set specified by n polynomials
p;( ~1,. . . , I, ) of degree d in F variables.
The roadmap algorithm
as described
in [C%ib]
uses finite length binary approximations
to real
algebraic numbers, which are solutions of some set of polynomial equations
pj = 0 derived from the p,. All the algebraic computations
in the algorithm
reduce to substitution
of these approximations
into other polynomials
and testing
their signs. For our PSP;ICE result: we compute the signs
using lemma ‘L.-l.
of the latter polynomials
directly
Specifically,
we replace the calls t.0 algorithm
1 of CC8ibl
and subsequent
evalrlat.ion
of polyiirntiials
at t lie solnlion
IJro~n t trca &script
ion of
anoints,
with
a call to lelrinia
2.1.
algorithm
3,-2 and 5, we lincl t.hat the cnlls to algorit hiii I
‘l’11cw polynt,iilii\ls
tbavr Jcinvolve at Itlost T p~)lync)niiais.
grve

Problems

111~ I)r(.(li*.id(*

The 3-d euclidearl shartest path problem und
auoidance problem are s&able
in PSPACE.

lkl,7’l,~I,...,P,,,1,

*tit. IIICBSI n Imblling
I’/,(f)

cit18 I,(* tlr~lilu.rt

,.F

or “viii”

l.tIilt.

Itiglrr~t

(Ic.firc*c* p~dyucr~rticrl~

IGrrg

4

Conclusions

So

(1s

fi'(Pt,PsjIrli)
I 171

l)<Bi1il,5 [SSc,].

), ttrc

0, 4u1 wllic~l~ 1tw algoritl1111 ie
tlrfilir
111~~
slictbs 2,
beiiig cnllccl rc.cnrsivc%ly. The :lIKoril Iii18 clc3crild
in IV~II~IIR
2.4 runs in space I~~~lylognrillu~lic
iIt tl~e l)roJnct.
of the ,I+
t.hat is polylogarithiuic
grees of the polynomial
equations.
in ( d”(rJ)) in the present context,
This amount of space is
still polynomial
in the input size.
The other steps iu the roadmap algorithm,
such as cnumeration
of silhouette
curves, and ordering
of points along
those curves,
and search of the (exponential
size) adjacency graph of the roadmap
can also be done in polynomial space. Thus the generalized
movers
problem is solvable in PSPACE.
PSPACE-completeness
follows from the
PSPACE-hardness
result of [Rei].
0

Proof
Both these problems can he reduced to decision
problems in the existential
theory of the reals. For the euclidean shortest path problem,
we define a predicate
PL( I)
which is true if and only if there is a path of length < 1 in
a given polyhedral
environment.
We can obtain bits of the
shortest path by binary search with repeated calls tcr PL(l).
Given a polyhedral
environment,
it is not difficult
to
define a predicate
F(p,,p,,l,),
wherep,,p2
E s3 and II E 8,
which is true if and only if the path segment from p, to p, is
clear of ObstaclcY iLId II;16 lqqt~tl
I,. The sboltrst
path irl RI)
rnvironrlteiit~
wit.11 71 c~l~st.i~cl~s ~ducs c0ri:iist.a of st,raiglll, Lillt
sc~~~~t*~i~l.s wit11

at nl(~sl. (df’(-1)

those

I1
(

1 ‘: c/i
* 0

(23)
1
lisiiig

where pn and p,,+ 1 are t.ltc: start arld rntl-point
of the path
respectively.
The formula YL(I) has sizlr polynorni;tl
in the
environment
description,
and for fixed 1!, it can be decided
in PSPACE.
Thus we can find polynomially
man)’ bits of
the shortest path length in PSPACE.

this

leitliila,

wr

were

alit.

t.0 give

a l’SI’A<‘E

tlcci-

sion algorithm
for the existential
t ticxory of ttits rcnl iiuIiiJ)c*rs.
Our result required two preparation
steps to reduce the 110~
empt,iness test for an arbitrary
semi-algebraic
sei to a test
of non-emptiness
for a compact non-singular
sem-algebraic
set. We were then aMe to test for non-emptinrss
by eilli-
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algorit huls for
t IIV :j-tl curliclcilrl
stlortcst
piLt,ll
~~IY~l~l~~lll,
illlci
for the 2We also showed that the
tl astc~roid-avt)itlallrr
problem.
roadmap
algorit hrn of [C87bl
can be modified
to n111 in
PSPACE,
antI
so t,he generalized
movers’ problem can be
This

result,

~~LVC*

IIS
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